2.2 - Rollers, technical design and data
The principal characteristics that typify all
the Rulmeca rollers are: long service life,
quality of all components, high efﬁciency
and economy of use.

The precision bearings of radial rigidity with
a spherical ball race, have a maximum play
of C3 ﬁt, which is the most suitable class of
ﬁt to guarantee perfect function under serious load conditions or where the spindle is
deﬂected a lot.
Fig. 2

Roller body
Consists of a steel tube of adequate thickness and diameter to match the required
use, machined at either end to allow maximum precision in the assembly of the roller.
Bearing housings are positioned at either
end by welding or by deep swaging.
Fig. 1

The design of the housings, of strong and
rigid construction, has been developed using a computerised system that determines
their thickness in relation to the maximum
load required for various types of rollers.
The housing for the bearing has been
studied and designed in a way that reduces
the angle between the bearing and spindle
caused by the deﬂection of the spindle under load. The positioning of the bearing in
all the housings has been calibrated to the
tolerance “M7” which is an optimum ﬁt for
the bearing in all working conditions.
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This type of bearing is today the most
utilised in conveyor rollers, because it has
a high tolerance to axial load and a low
resistance to movement and rotation.
In all, together with lubrication, permanent
and for life, a long working life results.

bearing life
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Fig. 3 - Deﬂection curve of bearings with
C3 play.

Spindle
The spindle is the load carrying component
of the roller and must be sized in relation to
the load and the roller length.
It is important not to overload the roller
due to the resultant excessive deﬂection
of the spindle which in turn places irregular
pressure on the bearing, and reduces, as
a consequence, the roller life.
Fig. 4 - Deﬂection of spindle under load
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The high quality end machining of the
roller and of the roller body, the numerically
controlled welding machine, the accuracy
of assembly and the live testing, are all
guarantees of the optimum balancing of
Rulmeca rollers.
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Rulmeca rollers are designed to sustain (to
the maximum load conditions as stated
in the relevant tables) a dynamic load,
calculated according to the roller type, of
30,000 or 10,000 hours of life (for greater
life see the relevant tables), with a spindle
that is designed to be underloaded and
which does not deﬂect excessively, avoiding
damaging the bearing.

Sealing and lubrication
A quality roller is characterised by its
effective sealing system.
Scrupulous research and laboratory tests
and above all the practical plant experience in the most variable environmental
situations, has enabled Rulmeca to develop
a particular sealing that guarantees the
optimum bearing performance.

Balance
At high conveyor speed, the balance of
the roller is of particular importance, especially when we consider the requirements of
todays conveyor equipment.

Rulmeca sealing combines the conﬁrmed
protection effectiveness with low resistance
to movement and to rotation, important
factors that directly inﬂuence the conveyor
absorbed power.
All Rulmeca rollers are self-lubricated for life.

The out of balance force of a roller at low
speed does not have a great effect, but
when medium speeds (1,5/2 m/sec) are
used, vibrations may be induced which
may damage the bearings and which may
some times make the roller jump out of its
transom supports.
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Adequate quantities of lithium grease per
bearing, with its characteristics of high
resistance to ageing, to corrosion and to
water, are introduced into the spaces particularly designed into the sealing system.

2 Rollers

Rulmeca has prepared over many years
a laboratory test room, with specially designed machines that permit testing to verify
the designs and developments of rollers for
belt conveyors.

These machines allow the examination of
the following characteristics for each roller
type:
- load capacity and life;
- hermetic sealing of rollers: stationary and
in rotation;
- hermetic sealing against dust;
- resistance to rotation and to start up;
- tests to withstand ambient temperatures
-70°C to +200°C;
- inspection of the welding by tests using
magnetoscope and penetrating liquids.
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In the following photos we may show some
of the more important machines and equipment that are situated in the test room.
- Computerised machines for load and life
testing, in which load cells, digitised by
signals from a personal computer, produce
a typed report on the behaviour of the roller,
and common to all the tests, to different
speeds and imposed loads.

Machine for the dynamic hermetic test
against water or dust ingress.
The seal is immersed in water or dust and
the subsequent test with the roller inclined
simulates the real situation of the working
transom.
Machines that test the resistance to rotation. Here a load cell is utilised that feeds
an electronic display where the resistance
values are shown, at differing speeds or with
different loads applied to the roller.
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Tests are carried out periodically on all
types of rollers bringing together all the
gained experience of testing, that allow us
to constantly control our production quality
and to experiment with differing solutions
relative to new projects.

